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In today’s 24/7 business environment, time is an organization’s most precious
resource. SAP for Me is your digital companion that makes it easier to interact with
SAP. It’s an advanced, easy-to-use portal that aggregates your important alerts,
metrics, and insights from your SAP product portfolio into a single access point,
using your user ID and your personalization settings.
SAP for Me is a single point of access for
everything related to your SAP product portfolio.
We understand that, due to varying information
needs, the relationship between our users and
their SAP product portfolio can be complex so we
developed this single point of access to simplify
and improve transparency for you.

A personalized access point to your
entire SAP product portfolio

If you need information about your products or
related incidents, details of your license
compliance or simply more knowledge about a
product, SAP for Me is where to look. It makes
disparate information a thing of the past by
ensuring you can find everything you want to
know about your portfolio in one place.
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Access and act on important
role-relevant parameters
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The SAP for Me journey begins at the intelligent
home screen. Here you can find an overview of
alerts, metrics, and insights from your SAP
product portfolio that perfectly map to your needs
according to your role-based interests. Next you
can drill down into further detail to better
understand your business and gain insight as to
why an alert was triggered. SAP for Me can help
you to take action from here too.
While it is critical for you to understand the state
of your product portfolio, deciding what is most
important depends on the role of the person
looking at it. SAP for Me ensures that you can
quickly and easily gain a holistic view of your
software environment as it pertains to your role.

Most users might take the list of products
associated with their user ID to start their
exploration. For example, a user with an interest in
support might start with the status of support
tickets. A business owner might like to start with
an understanding of upcoming events like
scheduled downtimes or license renewals while
someone working in finance might start with a
license and consumption perspective. If you are
interested in enabling your peers with a certain
SAP product you could start with learning
journeys related to this product.

Access and act on important
role-relevant parameters

SAP for Me can tell you how many trainings have
been started and completed to date.
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Gather data from a single access point
Before SAP for Me was developed, obtaining a
comprehensive view of your business or product
portfolio required logging into multiple access
points. This meant there was a clear need for a
portal that could give you an easy and quick
understanding of how your products were
adopted and were performing. SAP products that
go underutilized, or unutilized, not only make an
organization less efficient but have a detrimental
impact on the ROI of the organization’s SAP
software investment.

By bringing product, license, incidents, and
training information into one place and
connecting the dots between these metrics, SAP
for Me allows you to develop a better
understanding of how to maximize the value you
get from your software and your investment.

Gather data from a single access
point

SAP for Me makes a user’s life better. Rather than
constantly jumping from one access point to the
next to find information, execute a decision, or
determine what training is needed, SAP for Me
eliminates the need to move between products by
giving you full visibility from just one place.

SAP for Me gives you all the business and product
information you want, fully personalized, and all in one place.
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Summary
SAP for Me is your digital assistant that helps you
to see more detailed information about your SAP
products and to see how efficiently your business
is supported by these products. It also gives you
the ability to take action immediately without
having to use multiple access points.

Solution
•• Free, cloud-based solution available to all
SAP customers
•• Single point of access to review, and act on,
detailed business information, product
information (including license, systems, orders,
and incidents) and training information

Objectives
•• Find information and complete tasks without
the need to log into multiple products or
systems
•• Receive information about the status of your
entire SAP product portfolio
•• Discover relevant online training for your SAP
products

Benefits
•• Enhanced transparency into your existing SAP
portfolio
•• Helps expedite effective decisions with a single
source of truth
•• Easier access to data and trainings, increasing
the ROI of your SAP investment
Learn more
To find out more, visit us online at me.sap.com.
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